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Abstract 
Cities have always been dynamic and transforming because of which the character of our urban spaces are also 
constantly changing. But this changing dynamics, is not fully understood by our current master planning process. 
The master planning being very linear in approach cannot accommodate these variations or dynamics and term them 
as chaotic. The paper tries to understand chaos as an underlying character of Indian Cities and to demonstrate a 
methodology of planning which can incorporate these changing dimensions. This in turn leads to more sustainable 
future cities. 
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1. Introduction 
Cities have been always dynamic and transforming because of which the character of our urban spaces are also 
constantly changing. But this changing dynamics, is not fully understood by our current master planning process. 
The master planning being very linear in approach cannot accommodate these variations or dynamics.The problems 
we face today in our cities, whether it be traffic issues or housing problems or infrastructural challenges is a direct 
outcome of our linear design process. The paper focuses on this need for a new approach to designing urban spaces 
which can adapt to these transformations. Our level of adaptations are much more compared to other cities. In fact 
our cities run on deviations or so called ‘illegal adjustments’ which are provided by the planned city itself. 
Especially in context where we talk about informal, illegal, unauthorized developments which are nothing but 
deviations from the prescribed master plan.The paper is an attempt to accommodate these dynamics in a planned 
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system of development.  It is not a debate between organic and planned growth, but a way of planning organic 
growth. 
1. Understanding the city 
Cities have been understood as a machine of different components to complex processes of an organism. Recently 
we started recognizing the complexities of a city. This shift came as an after-effect of the realization that cities act as 
an emergent phenomenon [8] and hence are unpredictable. The city self organizes to adapt itself to the influences, 
which can be understood as a natural process. Jane Jacobs claimed that ‘city planning was a problem of organized 
complexity, and that it should be done by starting with the particulars and observing their behavior, instead of trying 
to control for a single variable useful in mathematical formulas.’ 
1.1. Area of interest 
 
The area of interest for the paper is this very concept of a city self-organizing itself to adapt to the multiple 
influences, varying from macro scale to the micro. People,especially Indians adapt the buildings as well as the urban 
spaces as per their changing needs and requirements. Whether they are positive or negative adaptations is secondary, 
but they form crucial cues to understanding how a city adapts, which can help in the design process. But these 
modified urban realms do not really qualify as a ‘place’ except for its functional transformations. Hence the quest is, 
can the urban space itself be designed in such a manner that it can adapt to the changing needs of the people. 
We generally condemn our urban spaces as chaotic or disordered. Chaos is not something which is necessarily 
negative. It is the inability of human perceptions to understand the layers of a city generated by the self-organizing 
nature of cities. The very problem of our design process is in our attempt to establish an order into this so called 
‘chaotic urban spaces’. Rather a better understanding of the influences on these spaces will equip us to design for 
these spaces. Our reluctance to understand the unpredictable nature of a city and to design accordingly has caused 
the issues cities face today. Planning still follows the linear process of designing, the definitive scientific approach 
of looking at cities which fails in the longer run.  
The paper projects the possibility of understanding the various influences which leads to the self-organizing nature 
of urban spaces and making these very spaces adaptable to the same. Paper put forward the possibility of a new 
approach towards creating urban spaces which are adaptive and responsive to the dynamics of a city thus creating 
quality urban spaces. So the questions to be looked into are: 
x Is the linear, uni-directional, imagined way of designing a ‘Place’ without carefully understanding the 
variables, the reason for the failure of glorified urban spaces?  
x Are there tangible and intangible factors, identifiable to an extent which will play a role in the shaping of a 
city? Is it possible to understand the various influential variables that are going to shape a place in the 
immediate future?  
x Can these triggers be directed in a positive way for these urban centres such that it aids them to grow and 
prosper? 
x What are the different ways in which the city has been adapting to the changes? Can there be lessons or 
Fig. 1. Posters stuck on public walls seemingly random 
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directions taken from them? 
x Is it possible to look at multiple urban directions than a singular future? Can we achieve urban spaces which 
are adaptable to the unpredictability’s of the space? Can a new approach which is responsive to the dynamics 
of a space be achieved? 
 
1.2. Case site 
 
Kozhikode city as a case example to demonstrate the theory and methodology.  Kozhikode has been voted as one of 
the most livable cities in India. The city has a good mix of work- live and entertainment. Kozhikode city is mainly 
structured around the Mananchira Square (a large pond) and the coastal line and has remained intact for the past so 
many years. Upcoming projects like the monorail project, multi modal transit hub, Cyber parks, shipyard project, 
proposed Birla institute Aligarh university  and many other private investments are going to change the facet of 
Calicut. 
 
2. City/Site study, analysis and projections 
 
The city and site study is done in 6 different aspects namely ecology, demography, movement, work centres, socio-
cultural aspects and real estate scenario. These aspects were chosen as they together define the future of a place or a 
city. There are other factors also like political, administrative setup etc. but they are kept as constants for the ease of 
study. Impacts on these aspects will make an effect on the future of a place. Hence it was important to understand 
them in depth, the trajectories. Further from the study, 6 different projections are done for the city based on the 
understanding on each of these aspects. They may or may not be good for the city, but these projections reflect what 
the city is moving ahead to. The following study shows the understanding of each of these aspects and the future 
projection from these perspectives. 
3.1. Ecology 
As part of this study the larger eco system is understood. The flora and fauna related to this eco system is studied in 
detail. Then we come down to green and open areas within the city. Eventually it leads to an understanding of the 
cities wealth in terms of ecology. Taking example of demonstration site, following can be inferred from studies. The 
Kottuli wetlands forms a large eco-system within the city. This centrally protected wetland is home to many rare 
species of flora and fauna. The city has a very unique geographic setting where small mounts define the contours of 
Fig. 2(a) existing land use of city; (b) demonstration area. 
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the city through which the wetland system passes. The city projects a future plan where the old core city area is 
developed as a heritage precinct. This will be linked to the cities other public spaces like the wetlands, Mananchira 
square and the sea shore by public transport, pedestrian access etc.  Thus a new more integrated public space system 
can exist in the city. 
3.2. Demographic patterns 
This study helps to understand the demographic patterns shown by the city, thus helping us to understand for whom 
we are designing for and how many are looking at. Demonstration area exposes remarkable understandings of the 
city. The city population hasn’t been growing since 20 years. This is a unique scenario compared to the overall 
growth patterns of India, where population has been exploding.But though the city population is not growing there is 
an internal population shift which is being experienced where the people are moving out of the core city to the 
newer parts of city like the area selected for study. This is due to the lack of infrastructure facilities in these areas. 
This means that the core itself is shifting outwards. 
 
3.3. Movement analysis 
 
Movement analysis helps to analyse the current movement systems, its flaws and future requirements. As seen in 
Kozhikode city, city grew along two major roads mainly the Cochin Kannur national highway and the Kozhikode 
Bangalore highway.Two new Bypasses where constructed. This bypass eventually brings in many landlocked areas 
in the suburbs to the city and hence we can expect more traffic to the city. Also there are new regional connectors 
coming from new work centres proposed outside city which is also going to increase traffic intensity. 
 
3.4. Work Centre 
 
Study of the work centres exposes the kind of work base, city is based on and the potentials and drawbacks of the 
same.The city was historically a trade Centre. But over time these industries died out and now there is no anchor 
economy for the city. New work centres only in the sub centres and hence we are expecting the focus to shift from 
the city to the suburbs. All the new work centres form a ring around the city which is around 30 km outside core 
city. Thus the future projection shows a city which is of a dependent economy. 
Fig. 3(a) topographic map; (b) demographic pattern; (c) movement systems. 
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3.5. socio-cultural aspects 
The socio-cultural studies helps in understanding a city with respect to culture, tradition, social and political contexts 
etc. The entire northern Kerala belt is strong Centre of Muslim community. The core city area is where the 
traditional Muslim communities are located. The beach side has many Christians as they were earlier British 
settlements. Hindu religion is strong around the Tali temple, an ancient temple right within the city. The suburbs are 
mostly mixed in nature other than some anchor religious institutions and developments around it. 
3.6. City/site real estate 
A speculative market exists in Kozhikode and hence can go down any time. Also the monorail project and the Cyber 
Park are going to give boost to the real estate. All new developments with large investments like integrated 
township, Birla institute and other commercial ventures are coming along the new bypass. The core city is losing its 
importance as coastal regulations and heritage aspects decline future prospects within these areas. But this surge in 
real estate is expected to terminate very soon as was found in the market analysis. 
4. Parallel projections 
What the paper projects is the option of multiple possibilities existing parallel, as the future of a place. Thus in this 
case 6 different projections from 6 aspects are understood with all its potentials and issues to formulate not one but 3 
visions which can parallely exist define the future of the city. The demographic and socio-cultural studies sums up 
to the possibility of a residential area being developed. The absence of work Centre needs to be negated and thus a 
work Centre based development can be envisaged. Also the strong ecological layer gives tourism dimension to the 
place. These are not independent visions but parallel possibilities for the area to grow into. Every vision will have a 
core program and an auxiliary program. The core program will be initiated by govt. in the initial 5 years. It includes 
all the essential ingredients to make the vision work and evolve. Now if this vision picks up in the coming years the 
second program which is the auxiliary one will be initiated. This will be mostly private development which will be 
guided by required development controls and guidelines. For example in the case demonstrated, the following three 
visions are projected and three structure plans based on these projections are prepared. 
4.1. Vision 1-eco city 
Fig. 4(a) work centre analysis; (b) social structure of city; (c) real estate trends. 
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‘The vision for this place to become a regional level tourist hub where the city itself becomes a place of leisure and 
entertainment using the potential of the wetlands and other natural resources as well as the rich cultural and historic 
background, thus creating an anchor economy for the city.’ 
 
4.2. Vision 2-start up city 
‘The vision for this place to become a startup hub for ventures from various fields ranging from IT to small scale 
inventions making use of the strong intellectual capital of the city, thus transforming Calicut as the innovation hub 
of northern Kerala.’ 
 
4.3. Vision 3-livable city 
 ‘The vision for this place to make it the most livable city of India both physically and experientially for all social 
strata’s thus acting as a magnet for activities and economies centered on the city triggering a holistic development of 
the region.’ 
 
5. Informed choices-umbrella structure plan 
It is not possible to have parallel possibilities which coexist without any response to each other. As they are 
understood as happening simultaneously, given vision 1,2 and 3 may act at the same time, there needs to be a 
coherence brought between these parallel visions. This is tried to be realized by creating an umbrella structure plan 
which will be an overarching structure plan built by the overlap of these 3 visions. This will help to eliminate certain 
overlaps, solve certain discrepancies and provide certain common factors to enhance the growth and development of 
these three conditions. In other words the parallel possibilities are transformed into informed choices for the city and 
the place. At any given point of time vision 1,2 and 3 can act together, or individually or in any permutation 
combinations possible. The overall vision is ‘To understand the non-linear dynamics of the place and respond to the 
same by providing parallel possibilities for the future which can act as informed choices to grow and develop 
creating a stable, sustainable future for the city.  This flexibility will make sure the urban space qualify as a ‘place 
for people’ even during changing times.’ 
5.1. Structural moves 
Then what we have to look for are structural moves which can guide the development along this Umbrella Structure 
Plan. For example the macro-watershed regions identified are dealt with as less development zone so that no other 
visions affect the ECO-CITY Vision.Overall what we are looking at is a flexible scenario of development where all 
the three situations can happen simultaneously. This can be achieved by introducing four factors. Flexible typology, 
Fig. 5(a) transformability index; (b) umbrella structure plan 
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flexible social institutions, adaptable infrastructure and flexible built-open relationship. Flexible typology makes 
sure that one use is not associated to one typology. So we can look at different uses in a universal typology. The 
built open relationships keep changing. But if we can have flexible relationships designed, then the anomalies can be 
rectified. Social institutions also shouldn’t be rigid. There should be spaces which can act subsidiary to any of the 
three conditions. Flexibilities in these 4 aspects can bring forth a public realm which can adapt to the changes due 
time.  
5.2. Design moves 
The intervention area was identified as 5 different zones based on their character. A matrix of these 5 areas and the 
different uses are made. Then based on compatibility, nature and scale functions adoptable for different regions are 
decided. Also development is not based on FAR calculated only by road width and plot size, but it is a combination 
of road width, pedestrian width, plot size and use. But the new model will make sure that development is distributed 
equally.  It is a combination strategy which is adopted to counter linear development and foster the interior areas. 
The development is based on the trigger-response concept. We provide the trigger.  If it picks up the development 
subsequently will happen along the areas identified, which are already guided by the bye laws given. Thus an 
organic growth pattern is promoted but planned. First five years will see the development of core activities, which 
are in this case the tourism hub and the startupcenter. Further down the line some social institutions and 
commercials are developed. After this initiation development will happen only if the trigger picks up. If so then the 
area gets to develop further along the given areas as proposed. This gives a flexibility in the development nature 
than a rigid prescribed way of development.Neighborhoods are envisaged as sustainable communities with their 
own community kitchen, garden, fire tanks sewage disposal systems etc. this will make sure the activity is localized 
to the very extend. Also plots are provided within for further expansion to take place. Also public places are 
provided with large open spaces so that they become spill out spaces or parking spaces or mela ground as and when 
required.This allows for to a certain extent, the flexibility of open spaces and the built open relationship. 
Neighborhoods are designed with access from both sides. The pedestrian entry defines one side which links directly 
to the work Centre and the vehicular entry from the rear side. 
5.3. Proposed typologies 
It’s not possible to incorporate different functions in the same situation or scenario because we have only one built 
condition and multiple scenarios. So what we need to build is a typology which can accommodate different uses in 
the same scenario. Different uses like residence, small office, small commercials, hostels, paying guest 
accommodations etc.  Taking cues from our traditional houses, courtyard typology is one where different uses were 
accommodated into the same built. But it had its own disadvantages like new families adjusting in linear blocks etc. 
So a new type is generated which is a mix of both courtyard and block. The blocking will incorporateresidential and 
the linear courtyards will accommodate other uses. Guidelines given are the major front back side offsets and the 
condition that built cannot be wider than 5m for a distance half the depth of the plot from the street edge. This will 
Fig. 6(a) use of differential FAR; (b) residential typologies to promote mixed culture 
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make sure the resultant typology is a flexible one. Different plot sizes are tried out to check the feasibility of this 
type and was found practical. Also roof is defined as sloping for a minimum half the roofing area. 
Commercial typology also need a new outlook as we are talking about accommodating multiple functions like 
commercials, offices, malls, multiplexes hospitality etc. The proposed typology incorporates a base which can take 
in general functions and the tower which can take in specific functions. Thus with the same frame work it is possible 
to achieve different uses in this typology. Offsets are provided on all sides and the built offset for going above 4 
floors is given. This makes sure the street edge is kept low. Also the central courtyard is mandatory which can 
transform into lobby or atrium or any other such spaces in any given function incorporated.Social institutions at any 
given time have to support all three visions. So the guidelines prescribes that half the area allotted should be large 
column free structure and the other half supporting infrastructure. Thus it gives flexibility to the space to transform 
into any given purpose like a mela or an IT expo, or a builder meeting or an exhibition or any other such functions. 
The paper projects the possibility of looking at Chaos as not a disaster but as an opportunity to understand Indian 
Urban Culture and its setting and foster it to make better urban planning solutions. 
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